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“When you want something, all the universe conspires in helping 
you to achieve it.”

9719 MARQUINA LAVAGNA



BELENCO embraces everyone who wants to have a personalized lifestyle and a 
joyful life.  The common to these people is their admiration to the beauty and 
power of the nature shaped by humanity. 

The magic of BELENCO starts by processing the quartz, a specie of crystalline 
silica, available abundantly in nature. 

Continues by turning and constantly improving the unique beauty, color, texture, 
glow and power of the nature into quartz-based composite surfaces which you 
can safely use in different spaces.    
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BELENCO; bonds ties with everyone 
who feels their homes as a place where 
the magic starts and every object in it 
resembles them. 

8119 CALACATTA VERONA



We are visionaries who continuously research, improve and are committed 
with passion to create new possibilities. 

High performance and efficiency are our key values in order to safely meet the 
expectations of our industry and our clients.
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We are Skilled Visionaries
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BELENCO PRESTIGE is genuine works developed by the collaboration of our 
Design and R&D teams. 

It is a pioneer for interior designers who seek change and genuine solutions 
for their limitless thoughts.

BELENCO PRESTIGE is inspired by the infinity of the universe. A visual feast, 
reflecting the most beautiful moments of the nature, sky and stars.
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Belenco® Prestige
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CALACATTA VERONA
8119

9719

7119

6523

MARQUINA LAVAGNA

CALACATTA VENATINO

STARLIGHT

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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LALUNA



LALUNA
4524
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INTERSTELLAR

VEGA

MINTA

8224

4214

5113

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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MONTANA
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Also means to follow trends, technological improvements and industrial 
standards; not only to adapt to make the World a better place, but also to 
pioneer the change itself. 

This is why as Belenco, 
We believe in our high technology R&D Center, which continuously produces 
new solutions, colors, patterns, formulas and is a first in its sector.

Transformation; means change, 
innovation and re-invention. 

*Our R&D Center is certified by Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology.
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ICEBERG
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Purity is quality.

BELENCO PURE represents purity with calm and impeccable surface 
quality. It reflects the same emotion at every area it is used.

You may feel as if you are sometimes wandering around the poles, and 
sometimes around an ancient city. 

Belenco® Pure

1110 ICEBERG

1123 PERLA

4123  KASHMERA WHITE

2110 ANGEL WHITE

3113 DAPHNE CRACK

2214 TEOS

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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Your companion in your living spaces

Tables

Flooring

Island

Interior Decoration

Interior Decoration
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Your companion in your living spaces

Island

Stairs
Backsplash

Countertop

Wall Covering
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PARMA
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Reflecting all sorts of characteristics received from the nature, 
BELENCO NATURAL brings its colors, texture and glow along, as well.

Reminds you the beauty and strength of the nature either at kitchen, or 
bathroom, or a step of a stair. 

Belenco® Natural

3223 LUMIERE

7458 GRANADA

1227 PIXIE WINGS

6656 LISBON

2254 AURORA

3555 PARMA

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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SPA BLACK
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Who does not want to escape from the monotonous scenery of the city? 

The incomparable harmony of BELENCO LOFT with wood, metal and 
extraordinary colors takes you beyond what you imagined.

BELENCO LOFT is for those who want to have a personalized style and joyous 
life.

Belenco® Loft

4558 BABILON

5050 FORZA FUME

7537 METROPOL GREY

4043 AIZANO

7543 MONTANA

8727 SPA BLACK

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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Classic look is the keystone of architecture of every period. 

With its rich selection of colors and textures, high performing BELENCO CLASSIC 
is the immutable option of every period, responsive to impeccable applications.  

Belenco® Classic

4227 FAIRY WHITE
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3333 BOLETUS

4227 FAIRY WHITE

5329 MOCCA MOUSE

9113 ALINDA

3618 OLYMPOS 5114 CAROLA

4233 ANTIQUE WHITE

4458 CHAKRA BEIGE

4444 SAHARA BEIGE

8113 ANEMON

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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5250 ELIXIR WHITE

4262 KRISTELLA WHITE

5751 GALA BLACK

5139 JULIET WHITE

4152 POLAR WHITE

8765 VOLCANO BLACK

Develops “essential” solutions for your living spaces. 

BELENCO ESSENTIAL is one of most important and essential options at the 
application stage of these solutions. 

From black to white, addresses the expectations of industry and users. 

Belenco® Essential

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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We have a strong belief that the high quality product derives from the purest
components and minds.

We reflect the purity in formulation of our products, our deep respect in nature
and natural resources and our honest love in our profession. This is why our
products have the highest quartz amount as can be.

Containing quartz mineral of more than 90%, OUR QUARTZ SURFACES are
hygienic surfaces which do not allow microorganism growth thanks to its 
nonporous structure. It shows high resistance against stains. Releases no 
gasses, which is harmful to health and degrade the air quality of the interior. 
Reflecting the strength received from the nature in every grain, shows high 
resistance against wear, scratches and impacts.

The BELENCO magic gets its origin 
from Design, Technology and Quality. 
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SETA COLLECTION
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Feel the silky touch...

Seta surfaces are created for those who want to feel the naturalness in every
touch.

Belenco® Seta Collection
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2214 TEOS SETA

8727 SPA BLACK SETA

3333 BOLETUS SETA

4233 ANTIQUE WHITE SETA

4558 BABILON SETA

7537 METROPOL GREY SETA

4043 AIZANO SETA

8765 VOLCANO BLACK SETA

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.
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Edge Profiles

Workmanship and applications of front edge profiles of benches and countertops 
are carried out by authorized workshops.  Types of edge profiles applied may vary 
depending on the machinery and equipment pool of relevant shop. Therefore, a 
comprehensive discussion and agreement with the workshop must be ensured in 
advance. 
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The most accurate information for the right 
choice

Scratch Resistance

Flexural Strength

Breaking Rupture Strength

Chemical Resistance

Liquid Impermeability and Non-porousness

Stain Resistance

Hygiene

Maintainability

Heat and Combustion Resistance

Color Stability

Belenco 
Quartz Surfaces

Natural Stone 
(Granite) Laminate Acrylic Surfaces

Version 2019

Belenco preserves the right to change color, technical specifcations and dimensions of the products without any prior notice. Stone images provided in the leaflet 
reflect a part of our slabs. They may not represent the design characteristics of the actual slab. Before purchasing, viewing the whole slab for color, distribution and 
vein patterns is recommended.



www.belenco.com

Headquarter and Factory: Manisa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4.Kısım Keçiliköy OSB Mah. Ahmet Nazif Zorlu 
Bulvarı No:22 Yunusemre - MANİSA / TÜRKİYE T: +90 236 213 03 43 F: +90 236 213 03 03 E: info@belenco.com

Istanbul Office: Bomonti Business Center Cumhuriyet Mh. İncirlidede Cd. Yeniyol Sk. No.8 K.12 Ofis No.49, 
34380 Şişli-İSTANBUL / TÜRKİYE  T: +90 212 871 20 95 F: +90 212 871 20 96 E: info@belenco.com

Belenco Quartz Surfaces/belencoqs@belencoqs @belencoqs@Belenco Quartz Surfaces


